**Directions to New Mexico Tech Biology Department**

Assuming you are driving to Socorro via I-25: If you are driving south on I-25 (from Albuquerque, for example), take exit 150 on the north end of Socorro. If you are driving north from Las Cruces, take exit 147 on the south end of town. The north exit ramp ends at a stoplight. This is the beginning of California Street (Socorro's main street). The south exit ramp simply merges into California Street.

Continue straight on California street until you reach Bullock Avenue. This intersection has a stoplight and a Little Caesars Pizza on one corner with a Dominos opposite.

Turn west onto Bullock Avenue. You will be heading slightly uphill toward "M" mountain. At the second stop sign you will see New Mexico Tech on your left. Keep going straight.

After the third stop sign the road curves to the left. There is a large parking lot on the right. Enter the lot by the lighted "Macey Conference Center" sign and park.

Jones Annex is across the street. It has a curved metal roof with a pair or air handlers that look like smokestacks. Enter the double glass doors and go left to the elevator. The main office for Biology is on the second floor, room 219.